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Climate Action West Northamptonshire (CA-WN) 

Monthly Meeting 17 February 2022 
Meeting notes 

 
Apologies:  Briony Askew, Clare Robertson-Marriott, Clare Slater 
 
Attendees: Betty Ritchie, David Garlick (DG), David Wragg (DAW), Jane Wood (JW), Jonathan 
Harris (JH), Leonie Beale, Louisa Fowler (LF), Mike Longman (ML), Naree Lee, Orianne Neyroud 
(ON), Patsy Hollingum, Richard Hollingum, Harry Mellor (HM), Ken Ritchie (KR), Roger Griffiths 
(RG), Shirley Waterhouse. 
 
WNC Engagement  

• WNC has independent Overview and Scrutiny Committees for Corporate, Place and 
People, these allow public participation as with other committee meetings.  

• JW and HM attended the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee (chaired by 
Labour Councillor Danielle Stone) on 7th February to make a statement asking what 
provision is in the council’s draft budget to implement climate actions and achieve its 
Green and Clean objectives. 

• There is a lack of transparency on this, as there is only one budget line for £100k 
specifically relevant to climate or sustainability.  However a Freedom of Information 
response stated an indicative figure of £36.5m for 2022/23 revenue spending on Green 
and Clean.  Action – JW to submit further FoI request asking for the detail underpinning 
this figure. 

• The Scrutiny Committee recommended to WNC Cabinet that a senior council officer be 
appointed to drive forward the sustainability agenda.  JH advised this recommendation 
was approved, although it is not yet clear if this will be funded by the £100k already in 
the budget, or from other funds. 

• LF advised that bus policy and active travel will be considered at Place Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee (though bus policy not at the next meeting on March 29th), and that 
a task and finish group is being set up by the Committee for active travel and will report 
back in March. 

• ML has written to Danielle Stone about level of resource – Daventry DC formerly had a 
full time officer and a ‘green team’ with a rep from every department which met monthly.   

• JH advised that WNC climate officer is currently part time returning from maternity leave, 
other officers have job titles covering ‘growth and climate’ and come from planning 
policy backgrounds, so potentially in practice growth will take priority. 

• KR commented that a dedicated officer needs budget to make things happen.  We 
should press to know what new spending is in the budget  

• JH advised that additional budget spend on new services is £1.7m, of which £100k 
allocated for sustainability, whereas £887k is on highways, for 19 new highways posts.  
This is partly due to bringing work previously contracted back in house but still indicates 
priorities have not shifted to take account of climate emergency. 

• Danielle Stone has asked for an environmental audit to be undertaken 
• Question was raised whether it is WNC as an organisation or WN as a district that is 

committed to the carbon neutral/net zero by 2030 target?  JH has asked and received 
no definitive response but been told WNC are being ambitious 

• Update given by Colin Morgan (deputy portfolio holder for Environment) at the Scrutiny 
Committee that WNC are talking to UK100 and close to finalising net zero pledge, so it 
appears net zero will be the target (rather than carbon neutral) 
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• Action – JW to submit written questions for council meeting on 24/02 – ‘how have last 
year’s climate mini-summits influenced the budget’ and ‘what is current progress on 
pension divestment’ [post-meeting note – we have been advised written questions 
cannot be accepted, as ‘the budget and associated reports are the only substantive 
items on the agenda’.  Questions will instead be included in a statement at the meeting, 
followed by emails to the relevant Cabinet members, though this does not guarantee a 
full response.] 

• ML advised public are able to scrutinise WNC accounts.  At end of financial year council 
has to advertise that accounts are available for inspection at council offices and 
members of public are able to examines them and request sight of invoices etc.   

 
Climate cafes update  

• First online café was held on 9th February – attended by 11 people (including CA-WN 
organisers).  This included some people new to CA-WN.  Plan is to hold similar online 
events every few weeks. 

• Clare Robertson-Marriott is working with a new Climate Action Forum set up by 
Northampton Town Council is host a climate café in the town centre, probably in April.  
  

Follow up to Futurecasting session  
• JW shared a summary of the ideas from last month’s Futurecasting session (see 

appendix) and which items had been prioritised for progression by the Steering 
Committee: Alternative Vision; Climate Connections; and Public Engagement. 

Public Engagement  
• ON spoke about a proposal she had put forward to shape the public engagement 

strategy: Stop – Think – Act. The principle being that people need to pause in their busy 
everyday lives to think about climate change – one of the things CA-WN must do is 
provide opportunities for this.  

• Meeting discussed the need to put more pressure on local MPs and highlight their 
actions or lack of in relation to climate (along the lines of ‘Steve Baker watch’).  It was 
agreed to provide topics supported by bullet points for people to use in writing to their 
MPs – rather than a single issue campaign which is likely to receive multiple identical 
responses.  CA-WN can publish responses to draw attention to MPs’ records and 
encourage more engagement.  Action – JH and DAW to draw up an initial list of issues 

• There was a debate about whether changes to address climate emergency require 
wholesale system change and how/if CA-WN should articulate its stance on this.  DAW 
made the point that ‘degrowth’ ideas being promoted by Young Greens are not new and 
have made little real progress.  ON suggested CA-WN could support more practical 
proposals already in place such as Green New Deal. 

• Rupert Knowles is making great progress with organising the climate event in Harlestone 
on 5th March (‘HOP22’) and will be supported on the day by other CA-WN members.  This 
will be used as a blueprint for similar future events.  We will also look for opportunities to 
attend local events to extend our reach beyond an audience already interested in 
climate/environmental issues (e.g. CA-WN will have joint stand at Nether Heyford fete 
with Heyfords Wildlife Group). 

• CA-WN is also working with Northants ACRE on a green-themed festival and conference 
in September.  LF offered to help with this. 

Climate Connections 
• JW outlined proposal to connect with existing local environmental groups to 

collaborate, share ideas etc Action – JW to email groups already known to CA-WN.   
• This to be followed by engaging with parish councils where there is no current link, 

using the public participation element of the PC meetings.  CA-WN will provide a set 
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of notes to be used by CA-WN members to speak to PC meetings. KR suggested 
writing to PCs first to let them know when we are attending and why.  Action – JW to 
draft bullet points for PC engagement 

Alternative Vision 
• Steering Committee has developed a framework to be populated with the 

strategies/actions that we want WNC to implement. 
 
World Book Day 

• This is on 3rd March.  JW proposed putting together reading recommendations on an 
environmental/climate theme to share with the wider group and through social media. 

• Action – all to send reading list recommendations to JW after the meeting 
• JH suggested making books available to lend within the group in the interests of 

maximising use of resources and improving access. 
 
AOB  

• DG advised that Dynamic Purchasing UK are working with Dixon Foundation to buy food 
directly from growers and producers.  An initial £10k funding is quite easy to get. JH 
asked that DG email details to LF and himself. 

• HM suggested a newsletter would be a useful way to share information for Climate 
Connections initiative 

• JW provided an update from a meeting with West Northants Sustainable Food Place 
(WNSFP) – CA-WN is developing material to use at in person events to raise awareness 
of food waste.  We are also keen to explore the possibility of setting up a Gleaning 
Network in the county (there is a national gleaning organisation).  The purpose of this is 
to enable communities to gather and distribute crops that farmers have no market for or 
can’t economically harvest. 

• JW suggested a CA-WN ‘field trip’ to Groundswell, a regenerative agriculture show which 
takes place in Hertfordshire on 22nd and 23rd June. 

 
Date of next meeting – 17 March 2022 7.45pm  
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix  
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Links 
 
Constituents set up ‘Steve Baker Watch’ over MP’s climate stance 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/feb/16/constituents-set-up-steve-baker-watch-
over-mps-climate-stance 
 
Dynamic food procurement  
https://www.thedixonfoundation.org.uk/challenges/how-can-we-shorten-and-improve-the-
transparency-of-supply-chains-used-by-public-sector-anchor-institution-food-procurers-in-the-
uk/ 
 
Gleaning Network  
https://gleaning.feedbackglobal.org 
 
Groundswell - Regenerative Agriculture Show & Conference 22ND & 23RD JUNE 2022 
https://groundswellag.com 
 

@WeAreCAWN

Future-Casting – summary of ideas
Alternative Vision

• Develop an alternative vison for WN. Planning policy is frustrating and hampers WNC’s ability to make decisions, but 
there might be more teeth in planning policies (National Planning Policy Framework) than are being used at present.

Nature Recovery
• Use of unoccupied land for community gardens, creating wildlife habitat etc

Climate Connections
• Support for existing environmental groups
• Education and awareness for parish councils to support their areas and communities in dealing with climate change. 
• Create list of free resources for parish councils

Public Engagement
• Increase CA-WN’s reach and engagement e.g. by working with schools.  Provide people with the tools and information 

to challenge MPs and council
• More climate days modelled on HOP22 in Harlestone

Transport
• New routes for active travel to link up towns and villages –should be driven by the new Environmental Land 

Management Scheme (ELMS)
• Proper sustainable funding for local bus services
• Campaign on engine idling


